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European Language Learning Materials Study

- Examples of Good Practice -

1. Introduction

The “European Language Learning Materials Study” aims to give an overview of
existing language learning materials for 11 European languages in order to
identify any gaps in the provision of current materials and in order to be able to
make suggestions with regard to the production of future materials.

The quantitative study is supplemented by this contribution, a collection of
samples of good practice of teaching/learning materials illustrating the aspects
that the quantitative study showed to be inexistent or under-represented in
some languages. These aspects comprise above all “Autonomous Learning”,
“Audio-visual Materials”, “CALL/TELL”, “Intercultural competence”, materials for
“Advanced Learners” as well as support structures for teachers and
transparency with regard to objectives, methods and structure of the material.

The evaluation of materials presented here is based on the specific quality
criteria developed in a SOCRATES/LEONARDO project entitled “A Quality
Guide for the Evaluation and Design of Language Learning and Teaching
Programmes and Materials”(2000).

In this collection, authors of the “Quality Guide” have put together examples of
good practice which, in their view, possess the following characteristics:

• they correspond to the objectives and needs of the target group;
• their contents and form are motivating and facilitate access and use for

learners and/or teachers;
• they can be easily be adjusted to the changing needs of the target group;
• the approach used is appropriate to and consistent with the objectives

declared and encourages the transfer of the learned competences to
different contexts;

• non-linguistic aspects such as social and intercultural competences are also
included.

Assuming that no single set of materials will meet all quality criteria perfectly, examples
of good teaching and learning materials were collected from a variety of sources in
order to illustrate the above mentioned criteria. To this end, the following steps were
taken:
1. a number of books/materials for different European target languages were chosen

on the basis of recommendations by experts/language teachers (see Appendix);
2. a set of relevant quality criteria – supplemented by their respective indicators - were

selected from the „Quality Guide“ and adjusted for the purposes of the study;
3. the selected materials were examined and evaluated using the quality criteria and

indicators;
4. relevant examples of good practice were chosen to illustrate the aspects mentioned

above;
5. the choice of the examples of good practice was specified in relation to the quality

criteria and indicators.
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2. Quality Criteria

According to the „Quality Guide“, quality criteria are broad super-ordinate notions which
have been developed by relating widely used concepts of quality in general to current
modern language learning and teaching theories. In the context of this contribution, they
form a reference source for the practical work of evaluating the selected materials.

The following quality criteria were developed and defined on the basis of the ”Quality
Guide“:

1. Relevance

Relevance refers to the appropriateness of any given material in terms of its matching
the needs and objectives of the target group.

2. Transparency

Transparency describes those features which contribute to facilitating access
and use of programmes and materials. In particular, it refers to a clear
presentation of contents and activities, to the explicit formulation of learning
objectives and to the provision of instruments to diagnose progress, strengths
and weaknesses of the learners.

3. Reliability

Reliability refers to the internal consistency of programmes and materials
insofar as stated objectives and actual realisation match and reflect validated
methodological premises in the selection of activities, exercises etc. This also
implies that the individual phases, i.e. presentation, explanation, practice,
exercise, feedback etc., are consistently inter-related to one another.

4. Integrity

Integrity refers to respecting and implementing standard requirements with
regard to linguistic content and text features. At the linguistic level it means that
programmes and materials present models of good, current language usage
with correct and socio-linguistically appropriate examples. On a textual level it
indicates that programmes and materials respect the integrity and authenticity
of the relevant genre in the creation, adoption, and adaptation of texts. (This
does not imply that only authentic and unedited texts may be presented. It
merely implies that texts should be written, edited or simplified in a way which
retains the key linguistic features of the original.) In addition, the information
presented should be accurate and examples and statements should reflect
authentic social behaviour.

5. Practicality

Practicality implies that activities and exercises can be successfully completed
by the learners and that their degree of difficulty corresponds to their language
level.
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6. Attractiveness

The principle of attractiveness summarises all the features (user-friendliness,
interactivity, variety, aestethic and emotional appeal) of programmes and materials
which appeal to the learner and therefore contribute to enhancing his/her motivation.
This also implies that programmes and materials allow learners to bring their interests,
opinions and experiences to bear on the learning process, thereby making it personally
meaningful.

7. Flexibility

Flexibility accounts for the individual modes (both cognitive and affective)
employed in approaching the teaching/learning process, including grouping in
classroom environments. Flexible materials will stimulate learners to make
choices, contribute to decisions, and share responsibility for their learning.

8. Awareness

The principle of awareness applies if programmes and materials help learners
to understand how language operates, help them to focus on how they use
language and the way language is used around them, and, finally, to reflect
upon what is actually happening in the learning process. In addition,
programmes and materials should provide learners with the opportunity to more
readily understand their own culture as well as the cultures of other countries
and communities, permitting changes in their personal attitude towards them.

9. Generativeness

Generativeness accounts for the open-ended character of programmes and
materials which facilitate the transfer of what has been learnt in one context to
more general tasks and/or other contexts. As a pre-requisite, programmes and
materials have to build on previous knowledge (progression) and help learners
to relate to, understand and assimilate concepts in a cohesive and coherent
manner. In addition, learners are encouraged to develop new concepts and to
look at things from a different perspective. Also, the social skills of learners,
such as the ability to co-operate with others or to develop empathy, are
promoted.

Based on these quality criteria, indicators were developed which consist of hierarchical
sets of questions starting at a more abstract level down to concrete suggestions
demonstrating how each indicator can be put into practice, as in the example below,
which is one of the indicators for the criterion of “Relevance”:

What has been done to ensure that the choice of linguistic content is relevant for the learners?
• Have the needs and interests of the particular group been investigated?

� Questionnaire

� Interviews with a sample of respondents

� Discussion with the group

� Consultation of relevant resources such asWaystage Level, Threshold Level, European Language
Certificatesetc.
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The indicators relate to the different aspects and stages of the teaching and learning
process (i.e. Design, Implementation, and Outcomes) which are described and defined
in detail in the “Quality Guide”. For our purpose, the Design stage is the most relevant. It
gives an overview of the different aspects to be considered when planning and
evaluating programmes / materials and comprises the following sectors:
• content specification: a description of the linguistic and non-linguistic contents;
• activity specification: a description of different types of activities for practising and

using the language;
• organisation: how the different parts are put together to form a coherent and

consistent product;
• presentation: the means used to meet both functional and aesthetic objectives.

Each of these sectors is again subdivided into sub-categories:
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3. Examples of Good Practice

In the following, the examples of good practice chosen to illustrate the different
Quality Criteria are listed along the following lines:
• short introduction to the aspect in question;
• aspect to be illustrated, e.g. Intercultural Awareness;
• title of the material chosen and the relevant pages;
• short comment on the example, describing its characteristics and why it has

been chosen;
• reference to related Quality Criteria (in red);
• reference to the different aspects of the Design stage (cf. diagram) (in blue);
• reference to the relevant indicators. The text describing the indicators is

made accessible via hyperlinks.
• scanned example.

The samples recorded here highlight certain features of the materials chosen.
By choosing to concentrate exclusively on certain aspects of a set of materials
(course book, CD), we are unable to view the whole, and this means that the
complexity, cohesiveness and coherence of a set of course materials cannot be
presented satisfactorily. To counterbalance this, the glosses and explanations
offered in the descriptive commentaries related to the samples add information
which helps to place the material in the wider context of its constituent parts.
Also, the example chosen from a specific source is meant to illustrate only one
particular aspect. It may well be that there are other aspects covered
adequately in the materials quoted, but not commented upon here.

Obviously, there are no absolutes in terms of evaluating different aspects of
quality in teaching and learning materials and the choice of the authors of this
section of the study cannot be completely objective. However, they have jointly
considered the samples chosen and stringently applied the quality criteria
formulated in the “Quality Guide” in a consistent and balanced manner. By
offering these samples and their comments, using the “Quality Guide”
parameters, the authors wish to demonstrate how the criteria may be applied by
anyone wishing to establish clear guidelines for the development of new
language learning materials.

The detailed examples of good practice are to be found in the appended files
(click on the name to view):

Examples of good practice2.doc

Examples of good practice3.doc
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Appendix 1: Description of Materials
eurolingua Deutsch 1

1 Product
Language of presentation
(rubrics)

German (workbook also available in
English, Polish, Turkish, and Spanish)

Target language German
Type of product language course
Type of product elements course book with integrated work book,

teacher’s book, learner’s book, language
training book, vocabulary booklet,
placement test, 3 cassettes, 3 CDs, 1
multimedia CD

Equipment requirements ???

Bibliographical Data
Author, editor, webmaster • course book: Hermann Funk, Michael

Koenig
• teacher’s book: Thomas Friedl
• learner’s book (German version): Lutz

Rohrmann, Susanne Self
• language training book: Lutz Rohrmann
• vocabulary booklet: Uli Wetz, Christine

House
• placement test: Christina Kuhn

Publisher / publishers’ address Cornelsen Verlag, Berlin
Year of publication / edition course book: 1999

teacher’s book: 1999
learner’s book (German version): 1999
language training book: 1999
vocabulary booklet: 2000
placement test: 2nd ed / 2000

ISBN number course book: 3-464-21000-6
teacher’s book: 3-464-21012-X
learner’s book (German version): 3-464-
210154-4
language training book:3-464-21109-6
vocabulary booklet: 3-464-21003-0
placement test: 3-464-21100-2
cassettes: 3-464-21006-5
CDs: 3-464-21009-0

Links to more information
about the product

http://www.cornelsen.de

3 Target Group
Age group adults
Educational level not specified
Linguistic level beginners

5 Objectives
General language or language
for specific purposes

general language

Linguistic focus listening and reading comprehension,
grammar, dialogue and vocabulary work,

Other objectives learning strategies and techniques, dealing

http://www.cornelsen.de/
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with social and intercultural topics
Specific features
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Italia 2000. corso multimediale di lingua e cultura italiana

1 Product
Target language Italian
Language of presentation
(rubrics)

Italian

Type of product language course
Type of product elements 1 course books, 1 CD-ROM, 1 videocassette,

1 floppy disk
Equipment requirements Video, PC

2 Bibliographical Data
Author, editor, webmaster Over 20 different contributors (EU-Lingua-

Project)
Publisher / publishers’
address

Giunti Multimedia – Milano

Year of publication / edition 1999
ISBN number 88-09-11092-7
Links to more information
about the product

none

3 Target Group
Age group adults
Educational level students, autonomous learners
Linguistic level beginners to intermediate

5 Objectives
General language or language
for specific purposes

General language

Linguistic focus viewing, cultural awareness
Other objectives learning vocabulary, speaking
Specific features Multimedial approach. Strong emphasis on

topic of interest for young adults.
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Learning to Learn English. A Course in Learner Training.

1 Product
Target language English
Language of presentation
(rubrics)

English

Type of product course in learner training
Type of product elements 1 course book, 1 teacher’s manual, 1

cassette
Equipment requirements

2 Bibliographical Data
Author, editor, webmaster Gail Ellis and Barbara Sinclair
Publisher / publishers’ address Cambridge University Press
Year of publication / edition 1989
ISBN number 0 521 33817 4 (teacher’s book)

0 521 33816 6 (learner’s book)
0 521 33876 4 (cassette)

Links to more information
about the product

none

3 Target Group
Age group adolescent and adult learners
Educational level not specified
Linguistic level lower intermediate levels and upwards

5 Objectives
General language or language
for specific purposes (Please
specify)

not specified

Linguistic focus
Other objectives learning how to learn

Specific features annotated bibliography provided
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Linea diretta 1. Corso di italiano per principianti

1 Product
Target Language Italian
Language of presentation
(rubrics)

Italian

Type of product language course
Type of product elements course book, teachers’ manual, workbook,

cassette (listening comprehension)
Equipment requirements

2 Bibliographical Data
Author, editor, webmaster Corrado Conforti, Linda Cusimano
Publisher / publishers’
address

Max Hueber Verlag - Ismaning
Guerra Edizioni - Perugia

Year of publication / edition 1994 (Hueber) – 1997 (Guerra)
ISBN number 88-7715-399-7

Links to more information
about the product

none

3 Target Group
Age group
Educational level adult education
Linguistic level beginners

5 Objectives
General language or language
for specific purposes

general language

Linguistic focus listening skills, reading skills, grammar
Other objectives role play, cultural awareness

Specific features Structured course book, based strongly on
cognitive strategies.
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MEMO. Wortschatz- und Fertigkeitstraining zum Zertifikat Deutsch als Fremdsprache

1 Product
Target language German
Language of presentation
(rubrics)

German (vocabulary book also in
English/American, French, Italian, Spanish,
Greek)

Type of product course for vocabulary and skills training
Type of product elements course book with integrated work book,

vocabulary book, cassettes (listening
comprehension, exercises, imaginative
journeys)

Equipment requirements

Bibliographical Data
Author, editor, webmaster Gernot Häublein, Martin Müller, Paul Rusch,

Theo Scherling, Lukas Wertenschlag
Publisher / publishers’ address Langenscheidt KG, Berlin und München
Year of publication / edition 1995
ISBN number course book: 3-468-49791-1

vocabulary book (English): 3-468-49793-7
cassettes: 3-468-49792-X

Links to more information
about the product

3 Target Group
Age group adolescents and adult learners
Educational level not specified
Linguistic level advanced beginners (1-2 years of learning

German)

5 Objectives
General language or language
for specific purposes (Please
specify)

general language

Linguistic focus systematic revision and extension of
vocabulary, training of the four skills
listening, reading, writing, speaking

Other objectives developing adequate learning strategies,
awareness of regional language differences

Specific features techniques cater for different learning styles,
suitable for self-study and learning in class
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volare 1. corso di italiano

1 Product
Target language Italian
Language of presentation
(rubrics)

Italian

Type of product language course
Type of product elements course books (1-3), 1 teachers’ manual (1-

2) workbook, 6 cassettes for the 3 books
(listening comprehension, pronunciation
practice)

Equipment requirements none

2 Bibliographical Data
Author, editor, web master Pietro Catizone, Christopher Humphris,

Luigi Micarelli
Publisher / publishers’ address Edizioni DILIT, Via Marghera 22, I – 00185

Roma
Year of publication / edition 1997 – 1999
ISBN number 88-7223-037-1-3

Links to more information
about the product

none

3 Target Group
Age group adults
Educational Level
Linguistic Level beginners to intermediate

5 Objectives
General language or language
for specific purposes (Please
specify)

general language

Linguistic focus listening skills, speaking skills, writing skills,
reading

Other objectives effective learning techniques, social
competence, problem solving

Specific features NLP influenced teaching/learning approach.
Strong emphasis on participation (games,
activities etc.)
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1 Product
Target language
Language of presentation
(rubrics)
Type of product
Type of product elements
Equipment requirements

Bibliographical Data
Author, editor, webmaster
Publisher / publishers’ address
Year of publication / edition
ISBN number
Links to more information
about the product

3 Target Group
Age group
Educational level
Linguistic level

5 Objectives
General language or language
for specific purposes (Please
specify)
Linguistic focus
Other objectives

Specific features
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Appendix 2: Quality Indicators

1.1

RELEVANCE

Design - Characteristics of the target group

What has been done to ensure that the characteristics of the target group have been adequately
taken into account?

Have the following characteristics been identified:

• Age group;

• Educational sector, e.g. Secondary School;

• Orientation, e.g. general ,subject-specific, job-specific;

• Language level;

• Mother tongue of the learners;

• Cultural/social background of the learners?
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1.2.

RELEVANCE

Design - Characteristics of learning environment

What has been done to ensure that the learning environment has been adequately taken into
account?

Has the relevant learning environment been identified?

• One-to-one:- intensive (e.g. 15 hrs per week)

- short intensive (e.g. a weekend)
- extensive;

• Class: - intensive (e.g. 15 hours per week or more
- short intensive (e.g. a weekend
- extensive Open learning centre;

• Distance course (”correspondence”);
• Home study.
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1.3.
RELEVANCE

Content

a) What has been done to ensure that the choice of linguistic content is
relevant for the learners?

• Have the needs and interests of the particular group been investigated?

� Questionnaire

� Interviews with a sample of respondents

� Discussion with the group

� Consultation of relevant resources such as Waystage Level, Threshold Level, European
Language Certificates etc.

b) What steps ensure that the choice of the linguistic and thematic
content is relevant to present or future vocational requirements?

• Have the vocational requirements of the target group been taken into account?

� Questionnaire

� Job descriptions, surveys and other relevant documents

� Interviews with employers / trainers

• Are the language needs during training of the target group taken into account?

� Feedback sessions

� Interviews with trainers
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1.4.
RELEVANCE

Content - Themes

What has been done to ensure that the choice of themes is interesting for the learners?

• Does the selection of topics take into account the personal characteristics and everyday experience
of the users?

� Appropriate to age group

� Related / contrasted to life style

• Do the topics meet the learners personal interests?

� Fields of professional interest

� Music, culture

� Hobbies / personal interests

� Love / romance interest

� Current issues
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1.5.

RELEVANCE

Content - Texts

Are texts chosen which reflect the interests and needs of the target group?
• Are all the most important texts types covered that meet the learners needs?

� Correspondence

� Stories

� Information carrying text

� Texts from encyclopædias, travel guides etc.

� Newspaper articles

� Editorials / short essays

� Cartoons

� Comics

� Poems

� Songs

� etc.
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1.6.

RELEVANCE

Content – Linguistic content: Vocabulary

What factors have been taken into account in selecting vocabulary?

• Has the level of the target group been taken into account?

� Consultation with teachers

� Use of standard content inventories (e.g. Threshold Level)

� Use of word lists

• Have the frequency and importance in the target context been taken into account?

� Consultation with informants

� Use of linguistic inventories (corpora; frequency lists etc.)
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1.7.
RELEVANCE

Content – Linguistic content: Grammar

What factors have been taken into account in selecting grammar?

• Has the level of the target group been taken into account?

� Consultation with teachers

� Use of standard inventories (e.g. Threshold Level, National Language Standards)

• Have the frequency and importance of structures in the target context been taken into account?

� Consultation with informants

� Use of linguistic inventories (corpora; frequency lists etc.)

� Analysis of relevant text types
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1.8.
RELEVANCE

Activities

What is done to ensure that activities build on learners' experiences?

• Have the different types of activities been cross-checked with the results of the
needs analysis?

• Has the social and cultural background of the learners been taken into consideration
in selecting or designing the activities?
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1.9.
RELEVANCE

Presentation - Illustrations

What has been done to ensure that illustrations are appropriate and effective?

• Are the illustrations appropriate to the age, cultural values, and social background of
the target group?

� Consultation on appropriateness of pictures, graphics, animations, video clips etc.

� Adaptability to the learning style and level of the learner
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2.1

TRANSPARENCY

Content – Linguistic content: Vocabulary

What has been done to ensure that the approach to vocabulary work is clear and effective?

• Are vocabulary items listed?

� General list at the end of material

� Unit by unit

• Are items distinguished with regard to their function?

� Basic/supplementary vocabulary

� Basic vocabulary/vocabulary for specific purposes?
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2.2

TRANSPARENCY

Content – Linguistic content: Grammar

What has been done to facilitate the comprehension and acquisition of rules and structures?

• Is the grammatical progression (linear or concentric) transparent?

� Connection between presentation text, grammatical explanations and exercises

� Summary of grammar points

� Cross-references

• Are grammar rules presented in a comprehensible form?

� Terminology comprehensible for the target group

� Tables and diagrams

� Signals

• Are exercises well explained and easy to do?

� Exercises graded according to the proficiency level of the user

� Keys available

� Programme/material piloted
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2.3

TRANSPARENCY

Activities

a) What steps have been taken to ensure that the main characteristics of activities are taken into
consideration ?

• Have the purpose and aims of the task been specified:

� Purpose: generating motivation, consolidating the weeks work; assessing learning

� Learning objective: skill, language point, strategies

b) What steps are taken to ensure that activities are success-oriented?
• Is the task adequately prepared and followed up so that learners understand what the purpose of the

task is?

� Adequate pre-task preparation

� Guidance / notes for the learner

� Post-task de-briefing and feedback

• Have exercises and tasks been tested for practicality?

� Clear, comprehensive instructions

� Check for "bugs" (illogicality, incomplete editing, incorrect language)

� Check that relevant learners could complete the task

� Check that learners could work independently when necessary
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2.4

TRANSPARENCY

Activities - Real life tasks

What steps are taken to ensure that "real life" tasks and projects help to bridge the gap between
classroom practice and real language use?

• Are the learners involved in choosing, organising and evaluating the success of the real life tasks?

� Options provided

� Information on logistical and organisational needs provided

� Possible evaluation criteria provided for finalisation with learners

� Self-assessment checklists
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2.5

TRANSPARENCY

Activities - Learning strategies

What has been done in order to stimulate the use and training of strategies?

• Do programmes / materials include procedures to find out about existing strategies?

� Teacher observation checklists

� Questions to help learners reflect on current strategies

� Questions to help learners make links to other skills and forms of learning

� Learner diaries,

� Class discussions

� Etc.

• In relation to new strategies, do programmes / materials demonstrate the possibilities and limitations of
new strategies presented?

� Descriptions

� Examples of use

� Identification with particular purposes and contexts

� Identification with learning styles
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2.6

TRANSPARENCY

Organisation – Curriculum design

a) What has been done to ensure that the curriculum design is transparent and coherent?

• Does the curriculum present and describe an adequate set of Levels/Stages?

� Objectives for the different Levels/Stages developed from the actual achievement of the learners
concerned

� Workshops undertaken to ensure that teachers/learners can see the difference between Levels or
Stages

� Progress traced to check the Stages/Levels represent a development path

b) What steps are taken to ensure that the relevance of an activity to the objectives is clear to the
user?

• Are learners given an overview of the curriculum as well as the information they need for the purpose
at hand?

� Explanation of each content strand

� Overview offered of each Level/Stage

� Overview of the Levels/Stages as a whole

• Is there an explanation of how the organisation of the course serves the achievement of the learning
objectives in question?

� Table of contents showing objectives

� Introduction explaining content strands and objectives

� Summaries at key points to aid self-assessment

c) What steps are taken to ensure that the organising principles are clear to the teacher?

• Are teachers given an adequate overview of the curriculum as well as the information they need for
the purpose at hand?

� Explanation of the content strand

� Overview of the Levels/Stages as a whole

• Is there adequate documentation at differing levels of detail for different purposes?

� Overview documents

� Complete curriculum

� Level / Stage summaries

• Is there an adequate "How to" Teachers' manual?

� Explanation of the curriculum structure

� Explanation of processes,

� Notes on each teaching unit

� Suggestions for preparation / follow-up

� Suggestions for simplifying / elaborating

� Theoretical rationale
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2.7

TRANSPARENCY

Organisation – Unit design

What has been done to make the structure and the objectives of the units transparent to the
learners?
• Are learning objectives stated explicitly for each unit?

� Appropriate title, headings and sub-headings

� Objectives listed in the table of contents

� Index / Grammar summary / Word list at the end

• Are units easy to distinguish from each other?

� Beginning and end clearly marked

� Standardised presentation
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2.8

TRANSPARENCY

Organisation - Interaction management

What steps ensure a positive balance of activity?
• Is there a clear and differentiated policy on correction which is effectively communicated so as to

encourage learners to focus on fluency on some occasions?

� Clear guide-line: accuracy-focus / fluency-focus

� Suggestions for teacher monitoring of fluency practice

� Use of video

� Teacher training on constructive feedback
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2.9

TRANSPARENCY

Organisation – Assessment

What steps are taken to involve learners into the assessment process?

• Are learning objectives made transparent to the learners?

� Summary of objectives and assessment criteria given to learners

� Objectives explained at beginning of unit / lesson

� Learners involved in constructing test
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2.10

TRANSPARENCY

Presentation - Navigation

What has been done to ensure easy navigation through the material?

• Is the software provided with a paper manual which explains installation and navigation procedures?
� Explanation easy to understand

� In-built graphics to facilitate comprehension

• Is the installation procedure easy and intuitive?
� Autorun

� Uninstall available

� Help-on function to solve installation problems

� Wizard GUI (Graphic User Interface) available

� Internet access procedures explained in the welcome/home page

� Internet access procedures reliable and easy to follow

• Is the software provided with an on-line guide?

� "Help" function easily accessible

� Sound and graphics facilitating the use

� Possibility of printing parts of the guide

� Guided tour function available

• Is the table of contents/menu clear and understandable to the user?

���� Is there an index and a contents menu?

���� Is on-screen help available?
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3.1

RELIABILITY

Content - Texts

How are the texts used in the programme / materials matched to didactic purpose?

• Is the selection of texts consistent with the way texts are to be exploited in the didactic methodology
adopted?

� Dialogues for a situational / audio visual approach

� Model presentation texts for a classic- inductive approach (presentation – comprehension - pattern
practice - transfer)

� Authentic source materials for a needs-based approach

� Amusing drawings, cartoons, short stories, drama scripts for a "learning-centred" story-based
approach

� Literary texts for a grammar-translation method

• Are appropriate texts used to present language forms in a meaningful context?

� Presentation texts which illustrate use of the target forms

� Texts for comprehension with occurrences of the target forms

� Dialogues, prompt sets for fluency practice

� Texts for language awareness activities

• Are appropriate texts selected to practise specific reading skills?

� Searching for specific information and/or matching information to needs
(authentic notices, adverts, leaflets, brochures etc.)

� Reading for main ideas
(short articles and prose texts; longer prose texts)

� Reading for detailed comprehension
(short articles and prose texts)

� Reading to locate information
(longer factual and opinion-bearing texts; reference works)

� Reading for fluency (extensive reading)
(longer texts, short stories etc.)

• Are appropriate texts selected to practise specific listening skills?

� Listening for specific information and/or matching information to needs
(announcements, recorded messages, news broadcasts, adverts, etc.)

� Listening for main ideas
(conversations, talks, presentations, broadcasts etc.)

� Listening for detailed comprehension
(conversations, extracts from short talks / presentations, documentaries etc. )

� Listening for fluency (extensive listening)
(short stories, songs etc.)
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3.2

RELIABILITY

Content – Linguistic content: vocabulary

What has been done to ensure that the approach to vocabulary work is clear and
effective?

• Is vocabulary practised or activated in a systematic and varied way?

� Vocabulary exercises consistently connected with the other activities

� A systematic progression in the treatment of vocabulary

� Regular recycling of vocabulary
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3.3

RELIABILITY

Content – Linguistic content: grammar

What has been done to facilitate the comprehension and acquisition of rules and
structures?

• Is there a systematic treatment of grammar appropriate to the level of the target group?

� Number of exponents checked with regard to time available

� Core grammar identified and treatment checked

� Regular revision

• Is the grammatical progression (linear or concentric) transparent?

� Connection between presentation text, grammatical explanations and exercises

� Summary of grammar points

� Cross-references

• Are grammar rules presented in a comprehensible form?

� Terminology comprehensible for the target group

� Tables and diagrams

� Signals

• Are new grammatical phenomena introduced in context?

� Visuals used to support the introduction of new structures

� Language embedded in a situational context
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3.4

RELIABILITY

Content – Linguistic content: pronunciation

What steps are taken to improve pronunciation?

• Is pronunciation and intonation a specific topic in the design of the programme/material?

� Pronunciation drills (on cassette) for

word stress
sentence stress
thought groups

pitch
voicing

stops and continuants
aspiration

intonation

� Intonation markers (colour, arrows, contours, etc.) added to written texts
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3.5

RELIABILITY

Activities – Skills: speaking

How does speaking practice help learners to develop a fluent command of an integrated language
repertoire?
• Are speaking activities connected with or embedded in other activity types?

� Follow up or precursor to language practice

� Use of listening / video / reading text as a stimulus for speaking practice

� Integrated skills activities, e.g. "in tray" activities, case studies etc.

� Project work
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3.6

RELIABILITY

Activities – Skills: viewing

How is viewing exploited to add more than what is offered by listening?

• Does the use of video sequences or multimedia serve a clearly recognisable purpose within the
design of the programme / material?

� Video practice integrated into mainstream material / textbook

� Video used as vehicle for the input of new language practised in the mainstream material

� Video used to inject a piece of authentic life into the materials

� Video used to stimulate interest and motivation

� Video used for raising awareness of intercultural differences
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3.7

RELIABILITY

Activities – Pedagogic task

What steps are taken to ensure that there is an appropriate balance of controlled, guided and free
tasks?

• Are controlled practice exercises provided which are linked to language
presentation.

� Matching exercises

� Sentences with gaps

� Open dialogues

� Short gapped texts

� Etc.

• Is there "fluency practice" to aid automaticity?

� Pair dialogues with prompts

� Grammar games

� Communicative drills

� Conventional repetition drills

� Etc.

• Are there transparent links between controlled, less controlled and free practice to
encourage transfer?

� Linked sequence of classroom tasks

� Links to current language focus in skill practice materials

� "Homework" personal tasks to encourage / check transfer

� Etc.

• Are there more holistic communicative activities in which learners combine and use
actively the language and skills which form the objectives for the unit?

� Information-gap, opinion-gap activities

� Games

� Consensus tasks

� Etc.
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3.8

RELIABILITY

Activities – Learning strategies

What has been done in order to stimulate the use and training of strategies?

• Give ample opportunity to encourage and practise new strategies?

� Practice integrated in activities without being made explicit

� Overt presentation and practice

� Homework tasks (including exploiting media)

� Rewards for use of strategies
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3.9

RELIABILITY

Oganisation – Assessment

What is done to ensure that assessment is conducted in a systematic way?

• Is a placement test used to inform optimal matching of resources to needs?

� Validated entry test

� Sample of communicative performance

� Self-assessment

• Is there an assessment for consolidation at regular intervals?

� Vocabulary quiz

� Reading / listening text with simple "True / False" questions

� Reinforcement of new grammar

� Test constructed from homework mistakes

• Is there more holistic assessment at certain points during the course?

� At the end of a group of units forming a module

� At key points in the course / year (half term; end term)

• Is there an appropriate balance of assessment activities?

� Performance as well as knowledge

� Spoken as well as written

� Natural open-ended expression as well as narrowly controlled standardised items

� Student-student interaction (or media-led) as well as teacher-student

� Self-assessment (with checklists, rating scale) as well as Teacher assessment
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3.10

RELIABILITY

Presentation – Illustrations

a) What has been done to ensure that illustrations are appropriate and effective?

• Are the illustrations functionally effective and relevant to the learning activities?

� Pictures, graphics, animations, video clips etc. tested for didactic effectiveness

� Symbols/icons intuitive; user-friendliness tested

� Help always accessible to explain symbols/icons

b) What steps have been taken to ensure that the layout of the material has a relevant
didactic function?

• Is there a clear link between the different components

� Text linked to appropriate pictures

� Symbols clear

• Is the layout designed so as to contribute to a more effective realisation of the
learning objectives?

� For print: focal points highlighted

� For media: screen layout facilitates links; feedback and help availability supports when requested
but does not distract
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3.11

RELIABILITY

Presentation – Color & music

What has been done to ensure that colours and/or music facilitate the learning process
in an appropriate manner?

• Are colours used in a consistent way

� To help navigation

� To focus on a certain element
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4.1

INTEGRITY

Contents

What has been done to ensure that the language used in programmes/materials represents
correct, appropriate, current usage?

• Are differences between spoken and written language and between colloquial and more formal styles
taken into account?

� Use of reference works

� Consultation beforehand with native speaker teachers

� Feedback from trialling

• As regards vocational courses, have the customs and/or terminology of the profession in question
been considered?

� Use of reference works to identify specialist vocabulary (specialised lexicons, glossaries,
handbooks etc.)

� Consultation with experts in the field
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4.2

INTEGRITY

Content

What is done to ensure that information included is accurate and up-to-date?

• Has any factual content been checked?

� Sources given and checked for reliability

� Facts and dates regularly updated
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4.3

INTEGRITY

Contents - Texts

What steps have been taken in order to ensure the integrity of the different types of texts chosen?

• Has each adapted text been checked to guarantee that the specific textual conventions of the genre
concerned (cohesion, coherence, structuring, signalling etc.) have been preserved?

� Conscious comparison by the materials developer

� Consultation with experts in field

� A discourse analysis / text linguistics analysis

• Has each custom written text been produced so as to comply with the textual conventions of the
genre concerned (cohesion, coherence, structuring, signalling etc.)?

� Conscious comparison by the materials developer

� Consultation with experts in field

� A discourse analysis / text linguistics analysis
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4.4

INTEGRITY

Contents - Linguistic content: functions/notions

What steps are taken to ensure that learners acquire a flexible, functional repertoire?

• Was a curriculum specification used to list language functions relevant to the learners concerned and
to link functions to grammatical structures appropriate to the level concerned?

� Collating relevant existing sources (course books, syllabuses from other projects etc.)

� Consultation of standard reference works (e.g. Threshold Level)

� Derivation from own needs analysis

• Is language presented in a functional context?

� Real life situations appropriate to these learners

� Realistic purposes

� Identification of new language with relevant intentions and appropriate moves in the situation.
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4.5

INTEGRITY

Contents - Linguistic content: discourse

What has been done to ensure that pragmatic features are adequately represented?

Have the following pragmatic features been taken into account?

• Markers of social relations

� Politeness strategies

� Negotiations

� Turntaking

� Etc.

• Register differences

� Formal/informal/colloquial

� Written/spoken

� Etc.

• Schematic patterns of interaction

� Routines (verbal/non-verbal/paraverbal)

� Rituals (verbal/non-verbal/paraverbal)

� Gambits

� Etc.

• Discourse signalling

� Cohesion markers

� Evidence of coherence

� Openings and closures

� Etc..
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4.6

INTEGRITY

Contents - Linguistic content: pronunciation

What steps are taken to improve pronunciation?

• Is authentic material providing an appropriate variety used for pronunciation/intonation reference?

� Radio and TV example

� Different genres (News, drama, interviews, etc)
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4.7

INTEGRITY

Activities – Skills: Listening

a) How does listening practice help the learner to decode and chunk
speech under different conditions?

• Do programmes / materials provide exercises which help the learners to automatise decoding
processes?

� Training in recognising sounds, minimal pairs etc.

� Training to help learners "chunk" incoming text

� Training to compensate for interference, background noise, poor fidelity

b) How does listening practice help the learner to understand messages from a variety of
sources?

• Do programmes / materials provide an appropriate range of authentic varieties?

� Formal genres

� Colloquial chat

� Dialect variation

� Individual inflections
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5.1

PRACTICALITY

Contents – Texts

How are the texts used in the programme / materials matched to didactic purpose?
• Has the appropriateness of the difficulty and complexity of the texts for the target group been

checked?

� Consultation with appropriate teachers

� Comparison of vocabulary and structures with content inventories (e.g. Threshold Level;
examination specifications) or linguistic inventories (corpora; frequency lists etc.)

� Analysis of cognitive complexity – information density, rhetoric pattern, presence or absence of
distracting information- etc.)

� Trialling with representative classes.
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5.2

PRACTICALITY

Activities

What steps are taken to ensure that activities are success-oriented?

• Has account been taken of the circumstances in which the activity will be used?

� Materials, data, equipment, realia available

� Duration

� Amount of freedom/constraint

� Availability of tools, supports and help facilities

• Is the task adequately prepared and followed up so that learners understand what the purpose of the
task is?

� Adequate pre-task preparation

� Guidance / notes for the learner

� Post-task de-briefing and feedback

• Have exercises and tasks been tested for practicality?

� Clear, comprehensive instructions

� Check for "bugs" (illogicality, incomplete editing, incorrect language)

� Check that relevant learners could complete the task

� Check that learners could work independently when necessary
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5.3

PRACTICALITY

Activities - Skills: Speaking

How does speaking practice help learners to develop a fluent command of an integrated language
repertoire?

• Are activities provided which help the learner to achieve a fluent command of new language being
learnt?

� Warm-up activities such as description of situation, introduction of reference vocabulary, brain
storming in mother tongue etc

� Pair work with 4 line dialogues

� Prompt cards or flow charts outlining "moves" for improvised dialogues

� Role plays

� Games

� Quizzes

� Etc.
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5.4

PRACTICALITY

Activities - Skills: Writing

How does writing practice help learners to develop an ability to express themselves precisely in
well-structured language?

• Do the programmes / materials include activities to assist learners to structure their ideas for a text?

� Brain-storming and mind-mapping

� Flow charts

� Tables

� Sets of questions

• Do the programmes / materials include activities to establish coherence and cohesion?

� Activities to help recognition of signposting and use of cohesive devices

� Activities to practice selection of appropriate linking words and cohesive devices (e.g. gap fill texts,
multiple choice cloze etc.)

� Activities to practise production of coherent, cohesive text (e.g. sentence combination, paragraph
writing, guided composition from notes)

• Do the programmes / materials include activities to review and edit texts?

� Activities to check logical structure and development of ideas (e.g. flow chart)
� Activities to encourage monitoring grammar, spelling etc. (e.g. checking for "favourite mistakes")
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5.5

PRACTICALITY

Activities - Skills: Listening

a) How does listening practice help the learner to decode and chunk speech under different
conditions?

• Do programmes / materials provide exercises which help the learners to automatise decoding
processes?
� Training in recognising sounds, minimal pairs etc.
� Training to help learners "chunk" incoming text
� Training to compensate for interference, background noise, poor fidelity

• Do programmes / materials provide pre-listening activities to activate existing
knowledge?

� Activities to demonstrate the importance of inferring and anticipation
� Activities to identify the purpose of the listening and select an appropriate "while listening" task
� Tasks to help learners to activate a "frame" for the situation in order to form hypotheses

How does listening practice help the learner to understand messages from a variety of sources?

• Do programmes / materials provide pre-listening activities to set a purpose for
listening?

� To catch specific information

� To form an overview of content

� To identify an argument, conclusion

� To form an impression of the speaker

• Do programmes / materials provide while-listening activities to check understanding?

� Marking intonation cues to support inferring

� Information transfer / labelling tasks

� Re-ordering a picture story sequence

� Filling in a flow chart / labelling a diagram

• Do programmes / materials provide post-listening activities to evaluate and/or
discuss the content?

� Activities in which learners are asked to express their opinion or feelings in reaction to a listening
text

� Use of the listening text as the basis for the production of a text of their own

� Use of the text as a basis for discussion
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5.6

PRACTICALITY

Activities - Skills: Reading

How does reading practice help the learner connect what they are reading to
previous knowledge and activate appropriate strategies to understand the text?

• Do programmes / materials provide pre-reading activities to activate previous knowledge?

� Tasks to encourage inferring and anticipation
� Tasks encouraging the learner to exploit cues in layout, titles, paragraphing, , source of text, etc. to

form inferences

• Do programmes / materials provide pre-reading activities to set a purpose for
reading?

� To skim through the text to get a overview of its contents
� To read the abstract or conclusion to get an overview
� To scan the text to find specific information

• Do programmes / materials provide while-reading activities to aid understanding?

� Pointing out clues anticipating what is coming next, e.g. after conjunctions such as but, although,
nevertheless, etc.

� Underlining key words/phrases to help the learner monitor and revise initial hypotheses
� Making notes of salient points

• Do programmes / materials provide while-reading activities to test comprehension

� Comprehension questions (open, true/false/not given)
� Matching tasks, selecting a title for a paragraph
� Information transfer tasks

• Do programmes / materials provide post-reading activities to evaluate and/or discuss
the content

� Use of the text as the basis for the production of a text of their own
� Use of the text as a basis for discussion
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5.7

PRACTICALITY

Activities - Skills: Viewing

How is viewing exploited to add more than what is offered by listening?

• Do programmes / materials include pre-viewing activities to activate previous knowledge?

� Tasks to encourage inferring and anticipation

� Tasks encouraging the learner to exploit paralinguistic clues - e.g. video without sound

• Do programmes / materials include post-viewing activities to evaluate and/or discuss
the content?

� Use of the video as a basis for discussion

� Use of the video as the basis for the production of a text
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5.8

PRACTICALITY

Organisation – Curriculum Design

a) What has been done to ensure adequate and appropriate progression in skills and content?

• Is there appropriate recycling and extension? Is there a focus on learning and
expanding competences rather than racing through a checklist of content?

� Systematic provision of consolidation points
� Spiralling development integrating and elaborating grammatical exponents introduced at a lower

stage
� Different strands woven together so that exponents, skills and themes are consolidated in different

combinations
� Extension opportunities offered to stronger learners at recycling and consolidation points

b) What has been done to ensure that the curriculum design is appropriate to the target group?

• Is the language used to describe or explain rules and structures adjusted to the
knowledge of the target group?

� Consultation with teachers
� Consultation with learners
� Investigation of student work to identify cases in which misunderstandings occur repeatedly
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5.9

PRACTICALITY

Organisation – Unit Design

Which steps ensure that the organisation of the units meets the conditions and constraints of the
learning context?

• Has the organisation of the units and lessons been tailored to that context?

� Frequency of lessons

� Length of lessons

� Availability of equipment

� Size of classes
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6.1

ATTRACTIVENESS

Contents – Themes

What has been done to ensure that the choice of themes is interesting for the learners?

• Does the selection of topics appear motivating and consistent with the interests of learners?

� Matched to fields of interest

� Novelty aspect – not just stereotyped themes
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6.2

ATTRACTIVENESS

Contents – Texts

What steps have been taken to choose texts which will increase motivation?

• Is a variety of different kinds of texts and documents provided?

� Short anecdotes

� Stories

� Information carrying text

� Texts from encyclopædias, travel guides etc.

� Newspaper articles

� Editorials / short essays

� Cartoons

� Comics

� Poems

� Songs
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6.3

ATTRACTIVENESS

Contents – Linguistic content: vocabulary

What has been done to ensure that the approach to vocabulary work is clear and effective?

• Is vocabulary practised or activated in a systematic and varied way?

� Vocabulary exercises consistently connected with the other activities

� A systematic progression in the treatment of vocabulary

� Regular recycling of vocabulary
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6.4

ATTRACTIVENESS

Activities – Skills: Writing

How does writing practice help learners to develop an ability to express themselves precisely in
well-structured language?

• Do programmes / materials offer a variety of relevant genres as models?

� Letters

� Notes

� Narratives

� Descriptions

� Texts presenting an argument

� etc.
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6.5

ATTRACTIVENESS

Presentation

a) What steps have been taken to ensure an appealing appearance?

• Does the presentation take account of current, relevant aesthetic norms and
expectations?

� Use of guidelines (e.g. on mixing colours, fonts etc.)
� Development by trained professionals
� Consultation with focus groups: Do people like it?

b) What has been done to ensure that the programme / materials are accessible and practical?

• Can people cope with the level of complexity of the presentation?

� User-friendly overview of stages and parts
� Effective use of layout, colour etc. to aid comprehensibility

• Do the different media used have an acceptable technical fidelity?

� Studio quality audio and video recordings
� Professional quality script writing and acting
� Sharply focused photographs
� Legible, attractive type fonts
� Stability of computer materials (e.g. automatic back-ups)
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6.6

ATTRACTIVENESS

Presentation - colour & music

What has been done to ensure that colours and/or music facilitate the learning process in an
appropriate manner?

• Is the integration of music (if applicable) appropriate?

� Tested out on target group

� Possible to turn it down or off

� Sound fidelity such as to enhance rather than detract from experience

� Used consistently to structure the experience, mark a boundary
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6.7

ATTRACTIVENESS

Presentation - Navigation

What has been done to ensure easy navigation through the material?

• Is the installation procedure easy and intuitive?
� Autorun

� Uninstall available

� Help-on function to solve installation problems

� Wizard GUI (Graphic User Interface) available

� Internet access procedures explained in the welcome/home page

� Internet access procedures reliable and easy to follow

• Is the software provided with an on-line guide?

� "Help" function easily accessible

� Sound and graphics facilitating the use

� Possibility of printing parts of the guide

� Guided tour function available

• Are all relevant parts of the material / application easily accessible in all phases of
the learning process?

���� Possibility to take over the programme from any point of the programme (e.g.
from the point reached in previous sessions)

���� Exit function at each point of the programme
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7.1

FLEXIBILITY

Contents – Linguistic content: vocabulary

What has been done to ensure that the approach to vocabulary work is clear and effective?

• Are learners introduced to a variety of techniques for vocabulary association and memorisation in
order to cater for different learning styles?

� Mind-maps

� Lexical sets

� Flow charts

� Tree structures

� Contrasting lists

� Etc.

• Are activities provided to help learners develop their personal repertoire?

� Training in how to use dictionaries

� Encouragement to practice vocabulary outside the classroom

� Individual ”personal dictionaries”
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7.2

FLEXIBILITY

Contents – Linguistic content: Grammar

What has been done to facilitate the comprehension and acquisition of rules and structures?

• Is an appropriate variety of grammar practice activities provided?

� Exercises which demand creative production as well as drills

� Grammar games

� Expansion and reduction exercises
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7.3

FLEXIBILITY

Activities - Skills

a) What has been done to take different learner characteristics into account?

• Have exercises and activities been designed in order to be appropriate for the personal
characteristics of the learners:

� Age

� Level

� Interests

� Learning experience

� Learning style?

b) What provision is made for helping the learners to practise skills autonomously?

• Are learners allowed to influence practice methods?

� To choose among activities

� To suggest alternative activities

� To bring in own material
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7.4

FLEXIBILITY

Activities – Pedagogic Tasks

What steps are taken to ensure that there is an appropriate balance of controlled, guided and free
tasks?

• Is it possible to vary the sequence in which the tasks are used?

� Presentation - controlled - guided -free

� "Deep-end": free - presentation controlled - guided
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7.5

FLEXIBILITY

Activities – Real life tasks

What steps are taken to ensure that "real life" tasks and projects help to bridge the gap between
classroom practice and real language use?

• Are the learners involved in choosing, organising and evaluating the success of the real life tasks?

� Options provided

� Information on logistical and organisational needs provided

� Possible evaluation criteria provided for finalisation with learners

� Self-assessment checklists
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7.6

FLEXIBILITY

Activities – Learning strategies

What has been done in order to help learners find out how, when, where, how often they learn
most efficiently?

• Do programmes / materials encourage learners to set themselves objectives?

� Presentation of ways of personalising content being learnt

� Provision of schemes, charts, indexes to help planning

� Suggestions on setting priorities

• Do programmes / materials introduce learners to self-assessment techniques?

� Observation activities

� Scales and checklists to rate performances

� Comparison of self-assessment with performance on an actual activity�

• Do programmes / materials encourage learners to try out different learning techniques and modes to
find those that suit them best?

� Wide range of techniques presented

� Linking of techniques to learning styles

� Feed-back suggesting an appropriate pathway through the programme / material

� Opportunities for discussion and reflection
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7.7

FLEXIBILITY

Organisation – Interaction management

What steps ensure a positive balance of activity?

• Has an appropriate balance been struck between teacher-directed class work, interaction in the target
language in small groups, pair work, individual work, and presentations by learners?

� Suggestions in teachers' notes

� Use of observation forms and checklists to log and analysis instances/time taken in different kinds
of interaction using the programme / materials

� Explanation to students of the importance of group work

� Training of teachers in organising and monitoring group work
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7.8

FLEXIBILITY

Organisation – Assessment

What steps are taken to involve learners into the assessment process?

• Are there opportunities for self-assessment?

� Global self-assessment onto a rating scale

� Self-assessment on a checklist of the communicative objectives

� Comparison of self-assessment with regard to a particular task with actual performance in the task
concerned
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7.9

FLEXIBILITY

Presentation – Navigation

What has been done to ensure easy navigation through the material?

• Are the navigation possibilities (if applicable) adaptable to different learner types?

���� Shortcuts available to pass easily from one unit or part of the programme to
others (i.e. without being obliged to stick to a part or exercise till the end).

���� Alternative (individual) routes through the material foreseen.
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8.1

GENERATIVENESS

Contents – Themes

What steps ensure that the choice of themes take educational and / or intercultural
aspects into account?

• Offer opportunities for cross-curricula links appropriate to the level?

� Integrating information from other subjects (history, geography) into language lessons

� Teaching an aspect of another subject as a limited immersion experience

� Learning another subject through the medium of the foreign language

� Exploiting the internet
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8.2

GENERATIVENESS

Contents – Linguistic content: Functions & notions

What steps are taken to ensure that learners acquire a flexible, functional repertoire?

• Are learners presented with and encouraged to collect alternative ways of expressing things?

� Substitution table of alternative forms (e.g. Can you, Could you ….)

� Practice with parallel situational dialogues and / or different routes through situations

� Identifying how intentions are expressed in listening and reading materials

� Encouragement to note how intentions are expressed in real life
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8.3

GENERATIVENESS

Contents – Linguistic content: Grammar

What has been done to facilitate the comprehension and acquisition of rules and structures?

• Do the forms chosen illustrate a wide functional range for a variety of contexts?

� Selection based on an analysis of functions necessary in the contexts (Context�Functions
necessary�Grammatical exponents)

� Cross-referencing during planning of grammatical forms to the different functions and contexts

� Provision in materials of tables matching forms to functions

• Is the function and use of a structure demonstrated?

� Overview tables

� Variety of examples

• Are ‘contrastive clues’ referring to learners’ mother tongue included in the presentation of grammar?
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8.4

GENERATIVENESS

Activities – Skills

What provision is made for helping the learners to practise skills autonomously?

• Do exercises and tasks promote the transfer of techniques?

� Transfer to freer practice activities

� Transfer to homework tasks

� Transfer to real life conditions (e.g. writing to a tourist information office to inquire about a holiday
resort)

• Are learners encouraged to use the skills outside the classroom?

� Homework tasks

� Extensive reading / listening suggestions

� Media, internet suggestions

� An open learning centre with material classified by level
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8.5

GENERATIVENESS

Activities – Skills: Speaking

How does speaking practice help learners to develop a fluent command of an
integrated language repertoire?

• Are activities provided which help the learner to integrate new language into their
overall repertoire?

� Information gap exercises,

� Problem solving tasks

� Consensus and discussion tasks

� Simulations and role-plays offering a variety of contexts and (social) roles
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8.6

GENERATIVENESS

Activities – Real life tasks

What steps are taken to ensure that "real life" tasks and projects help to bridge the gap between
classroom practice and real language use?

• Do the tasks simulate language use in the real world?

� Discussing how to approach a problem

� Gathering Information from written or recorded documents

� Gathering information from (native speaker) informants

� Presenting ideas and arguments in a meeting

� Presenting proposals and findings to an audience

� Reacting to ideas / proposals / findings etc.

� Etc.
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8.7

GENERATIVENESS

Organisation – Unit design

What steps are taken in the unit design to promote transferable learning?

• Are there structured steps between presentation - controlled practice - free practice
(and/ or the reverse) to foster acquisition of new exponents?

� Controlled-Guided-Free practice

� Careful slow practice - Fast spontaneous use

� Focus on form through pre-activities and notification of post-activities

• Are there suggestions for transfer activities, for personalisation of practice, taking
ownership of new language?

� Exploitation of students' experience

� Personal transfer activities

� Suggestions for extra-curricula practice

� Collecting examples, keeping a scrapbook, preparing a portfolio
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9.1.

AWARENESS

Contents – Themes

What steps ensure that the choice of themes take educational and / or intercultural aspects into
account?

• Raise awareness of cultural and gender stereotyping?

� Comparing and contrasting conditions and patterns of behaviour

� Pointing out instances of inter-cultural differences in materials and scenarios used for teaching
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9.2

AWARENESS

Contents – Linguistic content: Functions & notions

What steps are taken to ensure that learners acquire a flexible, functional repertoire?

• Are learners encouraged to “unpack“ and analyse functional phrases learnt as
prefabricated chunks?

� Grammatical patterns occurring in such chunks pointed out as they are encountered in the syllabus

� Language awareness-raising activities to identify underlying grammatical rules
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9.3

AWARENESS

Contents – Linguistic content: Vocabulary

What factors has been taken into account in selecting vocabulary?

• Collocation (words which go together)

� Use of dictionaries

� Use of concordances printed from corpora

• Colligation (grammatical forms associated with words)

� Use of dictionaries

� Use of concordances printed from corpora

• "False friends" and concepts commonly confused

� Consultation with teachers

� Use of language-specific learner dictionaries

� Use of comparisons of the mother tongue and target languages.
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9.4

AWARENESS

Contents – Linguistic content: Pronunciation

What steps are taken to improve pronunciation?

• Has the social, emotional and intercultural relevance of pronunciation been dealt
with?

� Examples of misunderstandings

� Examples of lack of social acceptance due to pronunciation problems
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9.5

AWARENESS

Activities – Skills

What provision is made for helping the learners to practise skills autonomously?

• Are learners introduced to relevant practice and performance techniques for each
skill?

� For spoken texts

� For written texts

� For watching a programme

� For initiating a conversation

� For keeping up a conversation

� For overcoming a spoken communication problem

� For writing a letter

� Etc.
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9.6

AWARENESS

Activities – Skills: Speaking

a) How does speaking practice help learners to develop a fluent command of an
integrated language repertoire?

• Are activities offered which develop learners’ sensitivity to the appropriateness of
certain items/patterns/registers in a specific context?

� Activities which help learners to identify speech functions and intention

� Activities exploiting photos, illustrations, videos etc. to sensitise learners to non-linguistic contextual
cues

� Comparison of politeness convention, discourse markers etc. in the first language and in the target
culture

� Language awareness activities on dependence of language on context, role and status of speakers

b) What steps are taken to develop compensation strategies?

• Do programmes / materials introduce learners to the concept of compensation
strategies?

� The use of compensation strategies in mother tongue

� The importance of compensation strategies to maintain fluency in the target language
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9.7

AWARENESS

Activities – Skills: Writing

How does writing practice help learners to develop an ability to express themselves precisely in
well-structured language?

• Do programmes / materials offer a variety of relevant genres as models?

� Letters

� Notes

� Narratives

� Descriptions

� Texts presenting an argument

� etc.

• Formulate precisely and correctly what they want to say?

� Activities such as looking up the meaning of new words

� Finding an appropriate synonym or opposite

� Finding an appropriate idiomatic expression

� Checking grammar by using of a reference book
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9.8

AWARENESS

Activities – Learning strategies

What has been done in order to stimulate the use and training of strategies?

• Do programmes / materials include procedures to find out about existing strategies?

� Teacher observation checklists

� Questions to help learners reflect on current strategies

� Questions to help learners make links to other skills and forms of learning

� Learner diaries,

� Class discussions

� Etc

• Do programmes / materials include suggestions for using and/or training new strategies?

� Reading differently for different purposes

� Ways of using radio, TV, songs to help listening

� Ways of being active in the learning process

� Ways of memorising in a differentiated way to help retrieval (key word techniques, imaging,
associograms, making diagrams, making tables, hierarchical diagrams)
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9.9

AWARENESS

Organisation – Interaction management

What steps ensure a positive balance of activity?

• Has an appropriate balance been struck between teacher-directed class work, interaction in the target
language in small groups, pair work, individual work, and presentations by learners?

� Suggestions in teachers' notes

� Use of observation forms and checklists to log and analysis instances/time taken in different kinds
of interaction using the programme / materials

� Explanation to students of the importance of group work

� Training of teachers in organising and monitoring group work

• Does the emphasis in exercises, tasks and games encourage co-operation rather than selfish
competition?

� Well-conceived activities for pair work

� Opportunities for group problem-solving (language problem/puzzle or discussion task)

� Opportunities for a"hot line to teacher/strong colleague" to help a weaker learner catch up

� Creative group work
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Autonomous Learning

In European democracies it is widely accepted that autonomy is the ultimate goal of

every teaching process: autonomous learners have acquired sufficient knowledge to

take over the responsibility for their learning and to choose consciously what, when

and how to learn (cf. Fenner 2000, 78 ff.). Autonomous learning requires knowledge

of

• the target language,

• one‘s own objectives;

• own preferences with regard to learning style, methods and materials;

• different language learning strategies and techniques, their efficiency and

appropriateness with regard to own needs and objectives;

• instruments for self-assessment to be able to check achievement and to evaluate

results and the learning process itself;

• strategies for dealing with motivational break-downs and time management;

• where to find further information, help or possibilities for co-operation.

Materials should therefore provide learners with information on learning objectives,

language level, contents and methodological approach. They should be well

structured and easy to use with clear instructions and a lay-out that supports

cognitive processes. A wide range of learning strategies and techniques allows the

users to explore their individual learning preferences and to gain insight into the

process of language learning, in particular to try out the efficiency of different

approaches. Activities should also deal with non-linguistic issues such as how to

maintain motivation, how to tackle learning barriers and problems of time

management. In addition, learners should be provided with a variety of instruments

for (self-)assessment and adequate feedback in case of multimedia products.

Information on resources or useful links to enable learners to extend their

competences and/or knowledge supplement the material.

The explicitness and intensity of the learner training depends very much on the

respective target group and has to be adjusted to the learners’ experience and

disposition (Morfeld 98, 62 ff.).

These features are not only pre-requisites for self-access materials but should also

be part of learner training that is integrated into a teacher-based course.



Autonomous Learning Example

em. Hauptkurs. Deutsch als Fremdsprache für die Mittelstufe.
Course Book

Comment
Learners usually know why they want to learn a foreign language, but they are not
able to express this knowledge in terms of concrete objectives as, traditionally, this is
usually the teacher’s responsibility or it has already been done by the author(s) of the
course material. The ability to decide what the foreign language will be used for and
to divide it into small but relevant portions, however, is a pre-requisite for planning
one’s own learning process and thus the very first step to autonomous learning.

This example shows one way in which learners can be made aware of the objectives
that underlie their language learning. It is also an example of a way to implement the
principle of „participation“ within a set course. As each unit of „em“ is devised in a
modular form, skills can be dealt with separately or even skipped, if considered
superfluous. After having defined their needs, the learners decide together with the
teacher which aspects and/or skills to concentrate on.

Each unit explicitly deals with a different aspect of learner training, covering the most
important areas, i.e. learner types and learning objectives, how to learn vocabulary
and grammar, how to use a dictionary and the four skills. Learning objectives are
dealt with in the very first chapter.
Step by step, the learners are guided through the process of formulating objectives
for themselves and of setting priorities for the group as a whole. Task 1 asks them to
think about their reasons for learning the foreign language. In the next task they are
introduced to the concept of skills and skills-related actions based on the example of
a Spanish receptionist. The learners are then asked to identify the skills and activities
which they want to perform in the foreign language. In Task 4 they have to determine
the aspects they want to focus on in class (to learn grammar, to speak without being
correct, to read, to write...) by numbering the different aspects from one to seven (1
being the most, 7 the least important aspect). Finally, they discuss their choice with a
partner and agree on the priorities for the class.

p. 26 (Definition of learning objectives)



Autonomous Learning Example

em. Hauptkurs. Deutsch als Fremdsprache für die Mittelstufe.
Course Book

Comment
Learning styles may be part of the learner’s personality or the product of their cultural
background, their learning experiences and training, thus being either innate or
acquired. They may also be influenced by the task a learner is performing at the
moment (cp. Ellis/Sinclair 86). The awareness raising activities displayed in the
following examples are intended as starting points for learners to reflect on their
individual learning styles and on the implications which these have for the strategies
and materials they choose to learn a foreign language.

Exercise no. 1 is a warm-up activity and asks the learners to discuss if they consider
learning German a difficult task, which methods work best for them and which they
consider essential for the course. These questions are discussed in pairs first and
then with the whole class. The discussion is not intended to bring about an
agreement upon a limited set of learning strategies to be mastered but to show how
different the approaches to foreign language learning can be.
The second task is a matching exercise. The learners are asked to match different
learner types to a visual illustration of the concept. The exercise introduces concepts
of learner types which are based on entry modalities on the one hand (tactile and
audio-visual learners) and information processes on the other (communicative and
cognitive learners).
In the third activity, the learners have to agree or disagree with statements such as „I
don’t like group work because I have to listen to so much incorrect German“. or „ I
say more in a small group than in front of the whole class.“ , thus making them aware
of attitudes towards and/or their experience of language learning. When discussing
the answers in class, the teacher is given the opportunity to explain some important
points like how to practise different reading and listening strategies or various
strategies for correcting mistakes.

Although the section on learning objectives and learner types is placed at the end of
Unit 1 in „em“, the teachers are recommended to deal with this topic at the very
beginning of the course so that the learners’ needs can be taken into account when
running the course.

FLEXIBILITY

Activities – Learning strategies ---- 7.6: Bullet 3 ����



p. 25: Identification of learner type



Autonomous Learning Example 4b

eurolingua Deutsch 1
Learners‘ Handbook, pp. 15-17

Comment
While in “em”, learner training, though a separate section of each unit, is integrated
into the course book, in “eurolingua Deutsch” learning techniques are part of a
separate book, the so called “Learners’ Manual”. The Manual functions as a
reference book for the areas “learning and study techniques”, “communication” and
“grammar”. In the course book itself / learning techniques are presented as short
learning tips, whenever appropriate, and in the form of tasks or exercises which are
based on the principles explained in the manual.

The Manual contains information on learning how to learn: the reasons for language
learning, differences between self-study and learning in class, how we take in
information, different techniques for learning vocabulary and grammar, how to
practise listening, reading, speaking and writing, how to record your progress and
how to use a dictionary. The areas covered are similar to the ones in “em” but are
dealt with in more detail.

For each issue a short introduction is formulated in language that is easy to
understand and supported by a lot of illustrations. The introduction is followed by a
wide range of recommendations with regard to useful activities and exercises. In our
example, the term “learning” is defined first and followed by a short description of the
different entry channels that take in the information to be learned. These modalities
correspond to the learner types as interpreted in the “em” example above. But while
in “em” learning techniques are partly elicited from the students’ themselves and
concentrate on classroom activities, “eurolingua” provides a list of the most efficient
techniques for each sensory channel which are useful for individual learning.

FLEXIBILITY

Activities – Learning strategies ---- 7.6: bullet 3



Autonomous Learning Example 4c2

eurolingua Deutsch 1 - example

p.15: Learning with all senses



Autonomous Learning Example 4c2

eurolingua Deutsch 1 - continuation

p.16-17 (Learning with all senses – continuation)



Autonomous Learning Example 4c2

Learning to Learn English. A course in Learner Training.
pp. 6-9

Comment
In the form of a quiz, learners are introduced to a different aspect of learning style,
i.e. the distinction between conscious learning and subconscious acquisition, and the
advantages and disadvantages of these learning styles for the correctness and
fluency of the language produced.

Learners are asked to answer nine questions based on their experience, preferences
and dislikes with regard to language learning. They can choose among four possible
answers: usually, sometimes, (almost) never, don’t know. After having calculated
their scores, they can read through the results: a short description of what is typical
for an analytic (conscious learning), a relaxed (subconscious acquisition) or mixed
learner type and suggestions on for how to improve their language learning. For
those learners who have never really thought about the way they learn languages
there is a fourth category “Not sure” in which learners are advised to observe their
learning behaviour to be able find out which areas might need improvement. To finish
the activity a discussion about the different learning styles and their possible
implications during the course is foreseen.

The task type (quiz) and the language used for the questions is adjusted to the
background knowledge and interests of the learners, and the examples given are
easy to identify with. By providing a key, learners can do the quiz without the help of
the teacher which adds to the reliability of the outcomes. There is no need to feel
patronised by the teacher and no judgement is involved.

Teachers do not need to be instructed to be able to carry out this activity.
Nevertheless, detailed teachers’ notes are provided with background information on
the concept of learning style, the objectives of the activity and the reasons for
concentrating on the distinction between conscious learning and subconscious
acquisition. Teachers are also recommended to avoid the impression that there is
only one learning style since there are so many different aspects to take into account.
Furthermore, a bibliography with comments is added for those interested in extension
their knowledge on the subject.

FLEXIBILITY

Activities – Learning strategies ---- 7.6: bullet 3



Autonomous Learning Example 4c2

Learning to Learn English - example

p. 6+7: The explanation of different learning styles including suggestions on
how to become a more effective language learner



Autonomous Learning Example 4b

Learning to Learn English - continuation

pp. 8+9



Autonomous Learning Example 5a1

em
Course book, pp. 44-45

Comment
Our (language) learning behaviour is to a great extent determined by experience and
habits. The first step to changing one’s behaviour is to become aware of it and to
reflect upon its usefulness for the purpose in question. Accordingly, many
approaches to learner training first make the learners aware of their present
strategies before introducing and practising alternative techniques.

Using vocabulary learning techniques as the topic is a good example for this
approach:
1. Awareness raising: The learners are asked to carry out the activity in question,

in this case to memorise a list of words.
2. Explaining the principles / theory for successfully carrying out the task : The

learners are made aware of some basic principles for successful memorising. The
principles are explained and reflected on with regard to their consequences for
vocabulary learning.

3. Introducing a new technique : The learners are interviewed about their
vocabulary learning techniques by asking them to tick off the techniques they use
from a given list and to add to this list, if necessary. One of the techniques listed,
a card index system is taken up in the next step and explained. The index system
is a very flexible instrument as it is based on a number of memorising strategies
such as elaborating, contrasting, structuring, associating, etc. and can be used for
a wide range of activities either in class or for self-study purposes.

4. Practising the new technique: The learners are given different tasks to become
familiar with the new technique.

Other techniques are practised in the sections on vocabulary work but not explicitly
explained.

FLEXIBILITY

Contents – Linguistic content: vocabulary --- 7.1: bullet 1
Activities – Learning strategies ---- 7.6: bullet 1 & 3



Autonomous Learning Example 5a1

em - example

p.44: Learning vocabulary



Autonomous Learning Example 5a2

em - continuation

p.45: Card index system



Autonomous Learning Example 5b1

eurolingua,
Learners‘ Handbook, pp. 18-23

pp. 18-19



Autonomous Learning Example 5b2

eurolingua - continuation

pp. 20-21



Autonomous Learning Example 5b3

eurolingua - continuation

pp. 22-23

Comment:
Example 1 : em Hauptkurs
Word memorising strategies are dealt as a part of the course book. Clear and
attractive presentation (simple language, simple exercises, sufficient information [not
too much], suggestions for autonomous learning).
Example 2 : eurolingua, Lernerhandbuch
Word memorising strategies are dealt in a learner’s handbook which accompanies
the course book. A wide list of suggestions is added comprising most of the possible
techniques (with examples and figures) .

FLEXIBILITY

Contents – Linguistic content: vocabulary --- 7.1: bullet 1
Activities – Learning strategies ---- 7.6: bullet 1 & 3



Autonomous Learning Example 3-1

memo – Wortschatzarbeit Deutsch als Fremdsprache.
Lektion 8, pp. 77-84.

p. 77



Autonomous Learning Example 3-2

memo - continuation

p. 78



Autonomous Learning Example 3-3

memo - continuation

p. 79



Autonomous Learning Example 3-4

memo - continuation

p. 80



Autonomous Learning Example 3-5

memo - continuation

p. 81



Autonomous Learning Example 3-5

memo - continuation

p. 81



Autonomous Learning Example 3-6

memo - continuation

p. 82



Autonomous Learning Example 3-7

memo - continuation

p. 83



Autonomous Learning Example 3-8

memo - continuation

p. 84



Autonomous Learning Example 3-9

memo – Lernwortschatz Deutsch – Englisch

p. 50



Comment:
This is an example of material for autonomous learning and focuses on vocabulary
training. Each unit deals with a specific topic and consists of a variety of interrelated
exercises which address different learner types. Subtopics are declared at the
beginning of each unit; vocabulary is presented in structured manner and in authentic
contexts. A learning control test is added at the end of the unit. Vocabulary items are
listed unit by unit in the accompanying workbook which is particularly suited for
autonomous learning. Layout is not qualitatively satisfactory.

FLEXIBILITY

Contents – Linguistic content: vocabulary --- 7.1: bullet 1 (systematic way) &
bullet 2 (personal repertoire)

RELIABILITY
Content – Linguistic content: vocabulary ---- 3.2

TRANSPARENCY
Content – Linguistic content: Vocabulary --- 2.1

[Check Trasparency and Practicality for aut. learning]



Clear and systematic guidance for users



Clear and systematic guidance for users Example 1a1

em. Hauptkurs. Deutsch als Fremdsprache für die Mittelstufe
p. 5-6 and 9

p. 5

Specification of target group with regard to course level, language level, learning
objectives, and needs



Clear and systematic guidance for users Example 1a2

em - continuation

p. 6

Explanation of didactic approach and structure of the course book



Clear and systematic guidance for users Example 1a3

em - continuation

p. 9

Specification of the text types used



Comment:
Example 1 : em Hauptkurs
This is a good example of explicit identification of language level. The other aspects,
such as age group, educational sector and orientation, can be deduced from the
introduction to the structure of the course. Although they are not explicitly stated, they
are obvious in the given context, i.e. adult education, Goethe Institutes etc.



Clear and systematic guidance for users Example 1b1

volare 1. Corso di italiano
Teacher’s Book pp. 14-15

p. 14



Specification of Target Group Example 1b2

volare – continuation

p. 15



Example 2 : volare 1
This example shows a way of dealing with the issue of language level not only in a
descriptive way but, more importantly, identifies the problem connected to stages of
language learning in an institutional context and points out remedies and solutions
which are developed in the course book, thereby motivating the learners (especially
„weak“ learners).

RELEVANCE
- Design: Characteristics of the target group --- 1.1
- Design: Characteristics of learning environment --- 1.2
- Content --- 1.3
- Content - Texts --- 1.5
TRANSPARENCY
- Organisation – Curriculum Design – -- 2.6c) - third bullet
- Organisation – Unit Design – -- 2.7 - first bullet



Clear and systematic guidance for users Example 7

em
Course Book, p. 67

Comment:
A good example of a clear marked beginning of an unit



TRANSPARENCY

Organisation – Unit design ---- 2.7:bullet 2



Clear and systematic guidance for teachers/learners Example 7

Example for end of a unit



Clear and systematic guidance for users Example 8-1

em
Course Book, pp. 4/5

p. 4



Clear and systematic guidance for users Example 8-2

em
Course Book, pp. 4-5

p. 5

Comment:
A table of contents which makes the structure and the objectives of the units explicit.



TRANSPARENCY

Organisation – Unit design ---- 2.7: bullet 1



Clear and systematic guidance for teachers Example 6-1

em
Teachers‘ Book, pp. 23-24

p.23

Workplan for Unit 1 of the course book



Clear and systematic guidance for teachers Example 6-2

em - continuation

p.24

Workplan for one lesson out of Unit 1

Comment:
Example 1 : em Lehrerhandbuch
A page of the teacher´s manual with a working plan for a week.



Example 2 : em, Lehrerhandbuch
A page of the teacher´s manual with a lesson plan (45 minutes)
Both examples are clear, detailed, with precise references.

TRANSPARENCY

Organisation – Curriculum design ---- 2.6: c)



Intercultural Awareness Example ?

The Delta Concept
5 screenshots

1st screenshot

The negotiators and the expert can be interviewed as to how they experienced the
start of the negotiation



Intercultural Awareness Example ?

The Delta Concept - continuation

2nd screenshot

- Señora Sanchez the start of the negotiation

- Mr Partridge
- Dr Schwent the expert



Intercultural Awareness Example ?

The Delta Concept - continuation

3rd screenshot

- Señora Sanchez answer/text
-Questions



Intercultural Awareness Example ?

The Delta Concept - continuation

4th screenshot

- Expert answer/text including
one highlighted term(X)

-Questions



Intercultural Awareness Example ?

The Delta Concept - continuation

5th screenshot

-Glossary text (definition of term X)
-review



Intercultural Awareness Comment on Examples ?

The Delta Concept - continuation

Comment

The activity illustrated here is based upon a video recording of a fictitious negotiation
between 3 business people from different countries and cultural backgrounds. In the
course of the negotiation, misunderstandings and communication breakdowns occur
due to different cultural backgrounds.

This activity (“Back stage”) is an analysis of the concealed motives and/or attitudes
which are behind the characters` behaviour. The user is offered to choose from a
series of questions in order to find out from each of the 3 characters how they
perceived their own behaviour or the behaviour of the other participants in the
negotiation. The answer can either be listened to or s supplied in written form.

In addition, an “external expert” can be asked pre-determined questions to provide
conceptual interpretations of the intercultural dimension in the different phases of the
negotiation. Again, the user can either listen to the answer and/or look at the written
transcription. The core concepts of intercultural communication used by the expert
are highlighted and hyperlinked to a glossary of specific intercultural terms which
explains and illustrates these concepts in more detail (see examples ?).

Although the cultural behaviour of the characters in the video recording might appear
slightly stereotyped, this particular activity is an interesting example to illustrate how
the learner can be encouraged to develop the understanding of how culture
influences communication:
• The activity gives the user the possibility to gain insights into the reasons for

success or failure of the communication, thus evaluating the negotiation from the
individual perspective of each of the participants.

• The activity is designed not as a mere static exposure to information on cultural
characteristics but as an active process of selecting and collecting examples of
culture-determined behaviour and attitudes. The learner is offered a variety of
pathways and links where s/he has to make conscious choices both in terms of
the routes to be taken as well as, to a certain extent, the depth (concrete
examples /theoretical background) to which s/he wishes to explore the various
choices offered.
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